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Ideal Glow

A high gloss melamine faced MDF board recommended for 
vertical applications. The top face is coated with a transparent 
PET film without PVC.
Gloss level: 60

Format and availability

2800 x 1220 x 18mm

Melamine on both faces, bottom face Soft III
Matching edging in stock: 1 x 22mm PVC
Other decors available as a forward order

Decors

Fibracolour Plast 

A tough melamine finish on a dense black throughout MDF core. 
Perfect for CNC routing when you want to expose the black core 
to add contract to the melamine face. Leave the edges exposed 
for an extra pop of colour.

Format and availability

2440 x 1220 x 18mm

Melamine on both faces
Other decors available as a forward order

Decors

040 Blanco Artico
Soft III

U12 Natural Grey
Soft III

71A Gris Gu
Soft III

98V Roble Aurora
Atlas

040 Blanco Artico
Ideal Glow

U12 Natural Grey
Ideal Glow

Technical Matt

The combination of acrylic lacquers and electron beam curing 
(EBC) gives this material excellent surface properties, making it 
antibacterial, scratch and heat resistant as well as resistant to 
disinfectant products. Ideal for surfaces with demanding use such 
as desks, kitchen worktops and other office, kitchen and 
bathroom furniture.

Format and availability

3050 x 1220 x 19mm

Electron Beam Cured decorative surface
Bottom face Soft III CPL
Matching edging in stock: 0,8 x 22mm PVC

Decors

Titan
Technical Matt

Negro
Technical Matt

Azul Ceylan
Technical Matt

Blanco
Technical Matt

Gris Claro
Technical Matt



Technical Matt

Anti-fingerprint
Norm 438-2

Ultramatt lookVelvety touch

Scratch resistant
Norm 438-2

Suitable for contact 
with food

EN 1186 en EN 13130

Antibacterial
ISO 22196

Resistance
to impact

Easy to
repair and clean

Sustainability at FINSA

FINSA is committed to sustainable growth, which extends over 
the limits of our factories. We obtain our main raw material, timber, 
from nature and it is our duty to respect and protect it.

From preserving our forests to creating this robust melamine 
range, we’ve taken care to ensure we’re delivering this range in a 
sustainable way to you. We’re committed to doing more and have 
a stringent plan in place to continue this work.

We work with industry partners to make sure we hit key 
milestones on our journey. From Cradle 2 Cradle certification to 
FSC, we’re on track to make FINSA materials as sustainable as 
possible.
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A selection of decors and finishes carefully chosen 
to enhance the value of melamine as a decorative 
material. Our melamine specials include high gloss, 
coloured core and ultramatt options to add depth 
and texture to your projects.

All of FINSA’s melamine products are certified 
antibacterial.


